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INDUSTRIAL STRENGTH

Air Handling Systems Newsletter

Ductwork Direct
JUNE 2011

Moore Forest Products
Satisfied with our expertise, quality ducting, and most
importantly, the result
Mitch Moore from Moore Forest Products, Inc needed a dust
collection solution for his new planer. The planer shown is a 2
sided planer. It has one, 7" diameter and two, 6" diameter
exhaust ports. Each day they run the machine they fill over a
quarter of a 48 foot trailer with chips. The TTAP45 shown
above is 15X11X11. One 11" is dropping to the planer and
the other 11" will be used on additional equipment. The
blower is a 20 hp radial blade material handler. There will be
two, 48 foot chip trailers side by side. The diverter will nicely
allow him to fill one or the other. Mitch is very satisfied with
our expertise, quality ducting, and most importantly, the result.

Innovation or Gimmick?
Back in the early 80's I represented a dust collector
product line. Their parent company was a leader in
cartridge filters for various applications, such as
engine and vehicle exhaust. After several years of
research and development, the filter cartridge dust
collector was introduced for fine dust filtration. The
principle was to have the dust exposed to the outer
pleats of cartridge where the maximum amount of
surface area was located. Air was drawn through the
core of the cartridge. Compared to bag filters, the
cartridge provided a substantial amount of filter area in
a confined space. The units provided as much filter
area as a bag house and required a substantially
smaller foot print. They were primarily designed for
fine, dry dust. A shaker mechanism or air pulse was
used to knock off any cake build up. Used properly, the
cartridge filter was a major innovation to the dust
collection industry. Today, there are many types of filter
material and outside wrappers that can prevent cling,
cake build up, and even collect mist. I applied several
units to toner dust, graphite dust, glass bead dust, and
lead dust, just to name a few.
Click here to continue...
Curt Corum, Sales Manager
Air Handling Systems

Senator Blumenthal Tours
Manufacturing Facility in Woodbridge,
Reiterates Call for "Made in CT"
Initiative
Moore Forest Products

Price List 2011
Get latest pricing here
Click here to download Air Handling Systems 2011 Price List
for spiral pipe, fittings and flexible hose. You can always call
us at 800-367-3828 and we can fax or mail you a copy as
well.

Thursday, June 2, 2011 (Woodbridge, CT) -Senator
Richard Blumenthal (D-CT) toured Air Handling
Systems in Woodbridge, a manufacturing facility which
makes and produces dust collection and fume
collection products for industrial ventilation and air
handling. Blumenthal met with employees and
reiterated his call for the "Made in Connecticut"
initiative that encourages sale and production of
Connecticut-made goods.
"Manufacturing is alive and well in Woodbridge and
across our state, but recent unemployment numbers
are a reminder to us that we must remain in vigorous
pursuit of job creation," said Blumenthal.
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"As our economy continues to recover, now more than
ever we must focus on supporting the small
businesses like Air Handling Systems that drive growth
and create jobs. Having met with and listened to
dozens of manufacturers in the past few months, I know
we need to put in place the economic policies - and
ensure regulatory certainty - that make it possible for
entrepreneurs to grow and compete in the global
economy."
In the next few weeks, Blumenthal will introduce
legislation (MRA) that enables manufacturers to set
aside money in accounts to then be reinvested in new
hires and equipment. A member of the Senate
Manufacturing Caucus, Blumenthal voted to alleviate
excessive paperwork burdens and lower costs for
small business owners by repealing reporting
provisions for the tax form known as a 1099.
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